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BM-240 CMAX Push
Broom with Side
Arms 2.44m / 96"
Reference: BPT439

£2,178.00

BM-240 CMAX Push Broom with Side Arms 2.44m / 96" At 2.44m / 96" wide, the
BM-150CMAX is a great sweeper for forklifts, telehandlers, tractors or skidsteers.
Combining all the well-known features of the standard brushes, the C-Max Broom will
hold bulk volume material and sweep close to a wall or curb without causing damage.
The C-Max Broom ‘Push broom with a twist’ incorporates all the benefits of the
unique push broom while providing you with a bulk volume mover. One day it will be
working shifting large quantities of grain in a grain store, the next it can be clearing
big volumes of slurry. What’s different about the C-Max Broom is that it is a heavyduty push broom with patented side retainers that hold bulk volumes of material in
front of the brush, avoiding spillage at the sides. That in itself represents a major
time-saving operation in addition to the fact that the brush is mounted to the host
vehicle in minutes. There’s no need to spend time going over swept areas to clear
spill lines and the end brushes are also carefully twisted so they pull material away
from a wall or curb, keeping it in the main path of the broom. No motor, belts or
chains and no flying debris, the C-Max Broom is safe and maintenance free, with hard
wearing brushes designed to sweep up to 450 miles before the bristles need
changing. That’s a lot of sweeping, tackling bulky materials with ease and offering a
squeegee effect on wet surfaces too. The C-Max Broom is available in 1.5m, 1.8m
and 2.4m widths and whilst it is ideal for livestock yards and grainstores it is equally
as effective for a whole range of uses around the farm, in landscape maintenance,
warehouse and distribution sites, snow clearance and much more. Optional extras
Fork Sleeve Hitch - 4" / 100mm The FSH-400 hitch enables a Broom to be easily
attached to a fork sleeve. Fork Sleeve Hitch for 6" / 150mm wide Forks The
FSH-200-A hitch enables a forklift with 6" wide tines to connect easily to a push
broom. Quick Hitch for Telehandler The SQH-200 Quick Hitch hitch enables a push
broom to be easily attached to a telehandler, without the need for pallet forks. Price
stated is for a JCB Quck hitch, however we stock quick hitches for various
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manufactures. Please call the sales team for further information. 3 Point Hitch The
TPH-200 hitch enables a push broom to be easily attached to a traditional category II
3-point hitch.
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